Drinking Water Products List

All of the products listed are free!

Our newest products are highlighted in blue.

First two characters of item number:
(Major Product Category)

DW  Drinking Water
FD  Funding

Second two characters of item number:
(Document Type)

BK  Book, greater than 50 pages
BL  Booklet, less than 50 pages
BR  Brochure
CD  Compact Disk/ROM
FS  Fact Sheet
PK  Packet
PS  Poster
QU  Quarterly
SW  Software
VT  Video Tape

Third two characters of item number:
(Content Type)

DM  Design Manual
FN  Finance
GN  General Information
MG  Management
NL  Newsletter
OM  Operation and Maintenance
PE  Public Education
PP  Public-Private Partnerships (P3)
RE  Research
RG  Regulations
TR  Training

Last two characters of item number:
(Uniquely identifies a product within a major category)

WV  Workshop

Quantities are limited to one each per order. If bulk copies are needed, please call for availability.

To order these free products, please use the product order form on page 59 or call the National Environmental Services Center at (800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-4191.

You also may send an e-mail to info@mail.nesc.wvu.edu.

DESIGN

DWBKDM16  Improved Protection of Water Resources from Long Term and Cumulative Pollution
DWBKDM06  Manual of Individual and Non-Public Water Supply Systems
DWBKDM05  Manual of Small Public Water Supply Systems
DWBKDM01  Manual of Water Well Construction Practices
DWBKDM12  Radionuclide Removal for Small Public Water Systems
DWBLDM02  Rainwater Cisterns: Design, Construction, and Water Treatment
DWBKDM08  Regionalization Options for Small Water Systems

FINANCE

DWFSFN41  1999 Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey
DWBLFN12  Action Guide for Source Water Funding: small town and rural county strategies for protecting critical water supplies
FDBKFN12  Alternative Financing Mechanisms for Environmental Programs
DWBKFN30  Catalog of Federal Funding Sources for Watershed Protection
DWBKFN15  Catalog of Financial Support Sources for U.S.-Mexico Border Water Infrastructure
DWFSFN16  Community Facilities Loans and Grants
DWFSFN36  Drinking Water Costs & Federal Funding
DWBKFN09  Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey: First Report to Congress
DWBKFN33  Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey: Second Report to Congress
FDBKFN34  The Drinking Water State Revolving Fund: Financing America’s Drinking Water—A Report of Progress
DWBKFN05  Financing Models for Environmental Protection: Helping Communities Meet Their Environmental Goals
DWBLFN38 Guide to Using EPA's Automated Clearing House for the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program

DWBLFN07 Innovative Options for Financing Nongovernmental Public Water Supplies' Needs

DWFSFN35 Partners in Healthy Drinking Water Grants


DWFSFN37 Protecting Drinking Water with the Clean Water State Revolving Fund

FDBLFN15 Road to Financing: Assessing and Improving Your Community's Creditworthiness

**DWBLFN40 Small System Guide to Financial Management**

**DWBKMG45** Small Water System Byproducts Treatment and Disposal Cost Document

**DWBLFN42** Sources of Technical and Financial Assistance for Small Drinking Water Systems

**FDBLFN14** State and Local Government Guide to Environmental Program Funding Alternatives

**DWFSFN17** Using DWSRF Funds to Comply with the Filter Backwash Recycling Rule

**DWFSFN32** Using DWSRF Funds to Comply with the New Arsenic Rule

**DWFSFN18** Using DWSRF Funds for Transmission and Distribution Infrastructure Needs

**DWFSFN39** Use of the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) to Implement Security Measures at Public Water Systems

**FDBLFN13** Utility Manager's Guide to Water and Wastewater Budgeting

**FDBLFN03** Water and Wastewater Manager's Guide for Staying Financially Healthy

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

**DWBRGN58** Arsenic in Drinking Water

**DWVTPE25** Careers in Water Quality

**DWVTGN20** Clean Ground Water: Virginia's Endangered Inheritance

**DWFSGN53** Community Involvement in Drinking Water Source Assessments

**DWBKGN28** Designing a Water Conservation Program: An Annotated Bibliography of Source Materials

**DWBKTR12** Directory of Drinking Water Training Materials

**DWBRGN56** Drinking Water Academy Training for Federal, State, and Tribal Drinking Water Professionals

**DWCDGN50** Drinking Water. Know What's In It For You.

**DWPSSN49** Drinking Water. Pour Over the Facts.

**DWBLGN24** Drinking Water Glossary: A Dictionary of Technical and Legal Terms Related to Drinking Water

**DWPSGN69** Drinking Water Security Posters (Package)

**DWFSGN47** Drinking Water Treatment

**DWBLGN67** EPA's Role in Water Security Research

**DWFSGN66** Extension Extra: Drinking Water Standards, Household Water Treatment Equipment

**DWFSGN44** A Guide to Home Water Treatment

**DWBLGN61** Healthy Water, Healthy People

**DWFSGN52** The History of Drinking Water Treatment

**DWBKGN06** Improving the Viability of Existing Small Drinking Water Systems

**DWFSGN46** Iron in Drinking Water

**DWBRGN02** Lead Ban: Preventing the Use of Lead in Public Water Systems and Plumbing Used for Drinking Water

**DWFSGN60** Lead in Drinking Water

**DWBLGN19** Lead in Drinking Water: An Annotated List of Publications

**DWBKGN48** National Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress—Ground Water and Drinking Water Chapters

**DWBKGN43** Nutrient Management to Protect Water Quality

**DWBKGN36** Outreach Resource Guide

**DWBLGN41** Providing Solutions for a Better Tomorrow: A Progress Report on U.S. EPA's Drinking Water Treatment Technology Demonstrations in Ecuador, Mexico, and China

**DWBKMG41** Public-Private Partnerships for Environmental Facilities: A Self-Help Guide for Local Governments

**DWBRGN03** Public Water Systems: Providing Our Nation's Drinking Water

**DWBLGN55** The Quality of Our Nation's Waters—A Summary of the National Water Quality Inventory: 1998 Report to Congress

**DWBKGN64** Safe Drinking Water Act Section 1429 Ground Water Report to Congress

**DWFSGN51** Safe Drinking Water Information in Envirofacts

**DWBKOM35** Summary Report: Small Community Water and Wastewater Treatment

**DWPSSN21** The Hydrologic Cycle

**DWBKGN20** Technical & Economic Capacity of States & Public Water Systems To Implement Drinking Water Regulations

**DWBRGN45** Using Water Wisely in the Home

**DWBRGN59** Volatile Organic Chemicals in Drinking Water

**DWFSGN54** Water Facts

**DWBLGN17** Water Quality Self-Help Checklist

**DWFSGN68** Water Security and You

**DWBLGN63** The Water Story

**DWBRGN71** Water Watchers: Helping to Protect Your Local Water System

**DWBRGN57** Wellhead Protection: An ounce of prevention.

**MANAGEMENT**

**DWBLMG54** Asset Management: A Handbook for Small Water Systems

**DWBLMG72 Consumer Confidence Reports: Building Public Trust-National Drinking Water Standards**

**DWBLMG55 Delineation of Source-water Protection Areas in Karst Aquifers of the Ridge and Valley and Appalachian Plateaus Physiographic Provinces: Rules of Thumb**

**DWCDMG61 Des Moines Water Works’ Project: Providing Timely Drinking Water and Source Water Quality Information to Your Community**

**DWBKMG39 Disinfection Profiling and Benchmarking Guidance Manual**

**DWBKMG09 Drinking Water Handbook for Public Officials**

**DWCDMG60 Effective Risk Management of Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals Workshop New Media CD**

**DWCDMG64 Emergency Response Tabletop Exercises for Drinking Water and Waste Water Testing**


**DWBKMG19 Preparing Your Drinking Water Consumer Confidence Report: Guidance for Water Suppliers**

**DWBLMG33 Protecting Sources of Drinking Water: Selected Case Studies in Watershed Management**

**DWBKMG36 Protocol for Conducting Environmental Compliance Audits for Public Water Systems Under the Safe Drinking Water Act**

---

**Response Protocol Toolbox: Planning for and Responding to Drinking Water Contamination Threats and Incidents**

**DWBLMG65 Module 1: Water Utilities Planning Guide**

**DWBLMG66 Module 2: Contamination Threat Management**

**DWBLMG67 Module 3: Site Characterization and Sampling**

**DWBLMG68 Module 4: Analytical Guide**

**DWBLMG69 Module 5: Public Health Response Guide**

**DWBLMG70 Module 6: Remediation and Recovery Guide**

**DWBLMG65 Module 1: Water Utilities Planning Guide**

---

**DWBLMG42 Risky Waste Disposal Practices Can Cost You Plenty: A Manager’s Guide to Protecting Community Drinking Water**

**DWBLMG48 Safe Drinking Water: How can we provide it in our community?**

**DWPKMG37 Securing Water Package (RUS)**

**DWBKMG01 Self-Assessment for Small, Privately Owned Water Systems**

**DWBKMG43 Self-Evaluation Guide for Decision Makers of Small Community Water Systems**

**DWBKMG44 Small Systems Guide to Risk Management and Safety**


**DWBKMG25 State Programs to Ensure Demonstration of Technical, Managerial, and Financial Capacity of New Water Systems**

**DWBKMG28 State Strategies to Assist Public Water Systems in Acquiring and Maintaining Technical, Managerial, and Financial Capacity: A Comprehensive Summary of State Responses to Section 1420(c) of the Safe Drinking Water Act**
DWBLOM63 Complying with the Revised Drinking Water Arsenic Treatment Technology Evaluation
DWBKOM12 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Ion Exchange and Activated Alumina Plants
DWBKOM17 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Iron Exchange and Activated Alumina Plants
DWBKOM33 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Iron Removal Plants
DWBLOM63 Complying with the Revised Drinking Water Standard for Arsenic: Small Entity Compliance Guide: One of the Simple Tools for Effective Performance (STEP)

ON TAP MAGAZINE
DWQUNL03 On Tap, Volume 1, Issue 3; Fall 2001
DWQUNL04 On Tap, Volume 1, Issue 4; Winter 2002
DWQUNL05 On Tap, Volume 2, Issue 1; Spring 2002
DWQUNL06 On Tap, Volume 2, Issue 2; Summer 2002
DWQUNL07 On Tap, Volume 2, Issue 3; Fall 2002
DWQUNL08 On Tap, Volume 2, Issue 4; Winter 2003
DWQUNL09 On Tap, Volume 3, Issue 1; Spring 2003
DWQUNL10 On Tap, Volume 3, Issue 2; Summer 2003
DWQUNL11 On Tap, Volume 3, Issue 3; Fall 2003
DWQUNL12 On Tap, Volume 3, Issue 4; Winter 2004
DWQUNL13 On Tap, Volume 4, Issue 1; Spring 2004
DWQUNL14 On Tap, Volume 4, Issue 2; Summer 2004
DWQUNL15 On Tap, Volume 4, Issue 3; Fall 2004
DWQUNL16 On Tap, Volume 4, Issue 4; Winter 2005
DWQUNL18 On Tap, Volume 5, Issue 2; Summer 2005
DWQUNL19 On Tap, Volume 5, Issue 3; Fall 2005
DWQUNL20 On Tap, Volume 5, Issue 4; Winter 2005

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
DWBKOM32 Alternative Disinfectants and Oxidants Guidance Manual
DWBKOM17 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Coagulation/Filtration and Lime Softening Plants
DWBKOM12 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Ion Exchange and Activated Alumina Plants
DWBKOM33 Arsenic Removal from Drinking Water by Iron Exchange and Activated Alumina Plants
DWBLOM63 Complying with the Revised Drinking Water Standard for Arsenic: Small Entity Compliance Guide: One of the Simple Tools for Effective Performance (STEP)

DWSWOM61 Consumer Confidence Report Writer V3.0
DWBKOM03 Control of Biofilm Growth in Drinking Water Distribution Systems
DWBKOM16 Controlling Disinfection By-Products and Microbial Contaminants in Drinking Water
DWBKRE11 Control of Lead and Copper in Drinking Water
DWFSOM30 Drinking Water Security and Emergency Preparedness: Top Ten List
DWPKOM59 Emergency Response Planning Pack (ERPP)
DWBLOM55 Hydrogen Sulfide in Drinking Water: Causes and Treatment Alternatives
DWDWOM77 Long Term 1 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule Turbidity Provision Technical Guidance Manual
DWDCTR21 Microbial Risk Assessment Tool
DWDCDOM07 Ohio EPA: Developing A Drinking Water Source Protection Plan
DWBKOM09 Optimizing Water Treatment Plant Performance Using the Composite Correction Program: 1998 Edition
DWBLOM13 Oxidation of Arsenic (III) by Aeration and Storage
DWBLOM78 Potential Contamination Due to Cross-Connections and Backflow and the Associated Health Risks
DWPKOM69 Preventive Maintenance Card File for Small Public Water Systems Using Ground Water
DWPKOM24 Preventive Maintenance Tasks for Tribal Drinking Water Systems
DWFSOM19 Safety Tips: Hazard Communications
DWDSTR19 Sanitary Survey Fundamentals Prep Course
DWBSOM29 Security Vulnerability Self-Assessment Guide for Small Drinking Water Systems
DWFSOM11 Stage 1 Disinfectants and Disinfection Byproducts Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
DWPKOM36 Tech Brief Package
DWFSSM68 Tech Brief: Chlorination
DWFSSM52 Tech Brief: Corrosion Control
DWFSSM58 Tech Brief: Cross Connection and Backflow Prevention
**DWBLPE114** Drinking Water Chlorination: A Review of Disinfection Practices and Issues

**DWBLPE05** Drinking Water from Household Wells

**DWFSPE131** Drinking Water Monitoring, Compliance, and Enforcement

**DWFSPE122** Drinking Water: Past, Present, and Future

**DWFSPE118** Drinking Water Quality in Indian Country: Protecting Your Sources

**DWFSPE120** Drinking Water Quality Reports—Your Right to Know

**DWFSPE241** Drinking Water Standards

**DWFSPE219** Drinking Water Treatment

**DWBLPE196** Emergency Disinfection of Drinking Water (Spanish)

**DWFSPE243** Emergency Disinfection of Water

**DWFSPE226** EPA Environmental Education: Role of Plants in Water Filtration

**DWFSPE225** EPA Environmental Education: Water Purification by Evaporation and Condensation

**DWFSPE57** Emergency Disinfection of Water Supplies

**DWFSPE203** Extension Extra: Drinking Water Standards, Health Advisory Levels

**DWFSPE204** Extension Extra: Water for Emergency Use

**DWBLPE96** Fact Sheet on Home Drinking Water Treatment

**DWBLPE74** Fact Sheet: Water Conservation Measures

**DWBLPE199** Frequently Asked CCR Questions

**DWBLPE206** The Further Adventures of Captain Hydro: A Guide to Good Water Quality

**DWBLPE77** Improving Home Water Quality

**DWFSPE234** Innovative Use of Clean Water State Revolving Funds for Nonpoint Source Pollution

**DWBLPE112** Interpreting Drinking Water Quality Analysis: What Do the Numbers Mean?

**DWBRP03** Home Water Treatment Units: Filtering Fact from Fiction

**DWFSPE127** Home Water Treatment Using Activated Carbon

**DWFSPE46** Household Hazardous Waste: Where it Goes in Monongalia County

**DWBKPE95** How to Conduct an Inventory in Your Wellhead Protection Area

**DWFSPE68** How to Protect Your Well

**DWBLOM55** Hydrogen Sulfide in Drinking Water: Causes and Treatment Alternatives

**DWFSPE202** MTBE and Other Volatile Organic Compounds—New findings and implications on the quality of source waters used for drinking water supplies

**DWFSPE250** Questions to Ask When Purchasing Home Water Treatment Equipment

**DWFSPE248** Residential Well Water Testing

**DWBKPE218** The Happy Earth Day Coloring and Activities Book

**DWPKP228** Home Water Treatment

**DWBRP03** Home Water Treatment Units: Filtering Fact from Fiction

**DWFSPE127** Home Water Treatment Using Activated Carbon

**DWFSPE46** Household Hazardous Waste: Where it Goes in Monongalia County

**DWBKPE95** How to Conduct an Inventory in Your Wellhead Protection Area

**DWFSPE68** How to Protect Your Well

**DWBLOM55** Hydrogen Sulfide in Drinking Water: Causes and Treatment Alternatives

**DWFSPE202** MTBE and Other Volatile Organic Compounds—New findings and implications on the quality of source waters used for drinking water supplies

**DWFSPE183** Mycobacteria: Drinking Water Fact Sheet

**DWPSPE10** Mycobacteria: Drinking Water Health Advisory

**DWBLPE181** Mycobacteria: Risk for Infants and Children

**DWFSPE237** Matching Game—How Much Water?

**DWFSPE202** MTBE and Other Volatile Organic Compounds—New findings and implications on the quality of source waters used for drinking water supplies

**DWFSPE183** Mycobacteria: Drinking Water Fact Sheet

**DWPSPE10** Mycobacteria: Drinking Water Health Advisory

**DWBLPE192** Mycobacteria: Health Advisory

**DWBLPE197** National Primary Drinking Water Standards (Spanish)

**DWFSPE126** Nitrate—A Drinking Water Concern

**DWBLPE177** The Official Captain Hydro Water Conservation Workbook (Spanish Version)

**DWFSPE233** Ohio State University Fact Sheet: Hydrogen Sulfide in Drinking Water

**DWBLPE164** Pesticide Properties That Affect Water Quality

**DWBLPE210** Pesticides in Drinking Water

**DWPKPE221** Physicians for Social Responsibility Primer Series

**DWBLPE86** Pesticides in Drinking Water Wells

Healthy Drinking Water for Rhode Islanders:

**DWFSPE247** Drinking Water Wells

**DWFSPE249** Frequently Asked Questions About Bottled Water

**DWFSPE251** MTBE (methyl tertiary-butyl ether) in Private Drinking Water Wells
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**REGULATIONS**

- DWBLRG64 25 Years of the Safe Drinking Water Act: History and Trends
- DWBLRG76 25 Years of the Safe Drinking Water Act: Protecting our Health from Source to Tap
- DWFSRG86 Arsenic and Clarifications to Compliance and New Source Monitoring Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
- DWFSRG69 Arsenic in Ground-Water Resources of the United States
- DWBLRG96 Arsenic Rule Planning and Monitoring Worksheets
- DWBRRG70 Class II Injection Wells and Your Drinking Water
- DWFSRG91 Class V Injection Wells: EPA Announces New Regulatory Requirements for Certain Class V Injection Wells
- DWFSRG67 The Class V Rule
- DWPKRG31 Compilation of Quick Reference Guides
- DWBLRG52 Drinking Water Contaminant Candidate List
- DWBLRG44 Drinking Water Regulations and Health Advisories
- DWCDRG103 Drinking Water Resources: A Collection of Drinking Water Reference Documents & Materials
- DWBKRG50 Drinking Water Standard Setting Question and Answer Primer
- DWBKRG82 Enhanced Coagulation and Enhanced Periticative Softening Guidance Manual
- DWFSRG102 Extension Extra: Secondary Drinking Water Standards
- DWFSRG68 Filter Backwash Recycling Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
- DWBLRG100 Filter Backwash Recycling Rule: A Summary for Systems
- DWBLRG62 Final Drinking Water Public Notification Regulations
- DWFSRG109 **Interim Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule**
  - DWBKRG81 Implementation Guidance for the Arsenic Rule: Drinking Water Regulations for Arsenic and Clarifications to Compliance and New Source Contaminants Monitoring
  - DWBKRG104 Implementation Guidance for the Interim Enhanced Surface Water Treatment rule
  - DWBLRG89 Interim Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule: Frequently Asked Questions
- DWFSRG106 Lang Term 1 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
- DWFSRG98 Lead and Copper Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
- DWBKRG22 Lead and Copper Rule Guidance Manual
- DWBLRG87 Lead and Copper Rule Minor Revisions: Fact Sheet for Public Water Systems that Serve 3,300 or Fewer Persons
- DWFSRG94 Lead and Copper Rule Minor Revisions: Fact Sheet for Public Water Systems that Serve 3,301 to 50,000 Persons
- DWFSRG95 Lead and Copper Rule Minor Revisions Fact Sheet for State Primacy Agencies
- DWBLRG88 Lead and Copper Rule Minor Revisions: Fact Sheet for Tribal Water System Owners and Operators
- DWBKRG21 Lead In Drinking Water Regulation: Public Education Guidance
  - DWBKRG108 **The Long Term 1 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT1ESWTR) Implementation Guide**
  - DWBKRG101 LT1ESWTR Disinfection Profiling and Benchmarking Technical Guidance Manual
  - DWBKRG61 Microbial and Disinfection Byproduct Rules: Simultaneous Compliance Guidance Manual
  - DWBLRG12 Monitoring Guidance Document for the Lead & Copper Rule (Systems serving 3,301–10,000 people)
  - DWBLRG13 Monitoring Guidance Document for the Lead & Copper Rule (Systems serving 501–3,300 people)
  - DWBLRG14 Monitoring Guidance Document for the Lead & Copper Rule (Systems serving 101–500 people)
  - DWBLRG15 Monitoring Guidance Document for the Lead & Copper Rule (Systems serving less than 100 people)
- DWFSRG77 National Primary Drinking Water Standards
- DWVTTRG34 Nontransient Noncommunity Drinking Water: Requirements for Suppliers
- DWCSTR20 Point-Of-Use Reverse Osmosis—Complying with Arsenic Regulations in Small Drinking Water Systems
- DWFSRG60 Proposed Ground Water Rule: Questions and Answers
- DWBKRG105 Public Notification Handbook
- DWBKRG84 Radionuclides Notice of Data Availability Technical Support Document
- DWFSRG66 Radionuclides Rule: A Quick Reference Guide
- DWBLRG58 Regulations on the Disposal of Arsenic Residuals from Drinking Water Treatment Plants
- DWBLRG90 Report to Congress: Small System Arsenic Implementation Issues
- DWBKRG80 Research Plan for Arsenic in Drinking Water
- DWPKRG25 Safe Drinking Water Act and 1996 Amendments
- DWBLRG30 Safe Drinking Water: Health/Safety Requirements and Resulting Costs
We are unable to provide a natural text representation of the content in the image due to the presence of corrupted characters and symbols that prevent the accurate transcription of the document's content.